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About CORO
CORO (Committee of Resource Organisations), established in 1989, works for
empowerment of marginalized community people adopting the constitutional
entitlement based development approach with three flagship programmes.
i.e.
Quest
Grassroots
Leadership
Development
Programme (QGLDP), Gender
Sensitization
and
Women
Empowerment.
CORO’s
Grassroots
‘Unique
Demonstrative
Gender
Women
Leadership
Proposition’ (UDP) over the last
Sensitization
Empowerment
Development
two decades has been about
facilitating
leadership
from
within marginalized community,
especially from within women
and youth.
Strategically, CORO evolved from an implementing organisation to an organisation
equipped with expertise in training, intervention research and participatory
communication.

Vision
To create a society based on equality and justice with no discrimination based on caste,
gender, class, religion, region, ethnicity and age, amongst other factors

Mission
We work to build a world based on equality and social justice by working with the most
marginalized communities on facilitating leadership from within these communities to

Ideology and Approach of the Organization
Participatory processes and collective leadership are at the core of CORO’s approach to
facilitate the social change. Over the last two decades, CORO has developed a
community-based approach to improving the lives of India’s most marginalized and
oppressed. CORO mobilizes and inspires local people and concerned authorities to
stand for equality and justice in gender-related issues.
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steer entitlements based, collective actions for social change.
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In marginalized communities, people are discriminated on the basis of caste, class and
gender. One of the biggest challenges is an acceptance of discrimination or oppression
as part of ‘fate’ - combined with a culture of silence. Raising awareness of constitutional
entitlements and challenging social norms is the key in overcoming such hurdles
through the capacity building programmes. CORO is changing mindsets - from ‘victim
of circumstance’ to ‘change-maker’.

Our Current Strategic Framework
‘Initiative from within’ and ‘Solidarity is the biggest asset of the marginalised people’
are CORO’s two key premises about the envisaged social change. Mobilising
marginalised people on the Constitutional Entitlement Based Approach is a challenging
task. People are sometimes exposed to risks while breaking the culture of silence on
marginalisation. But this is the way for bringing qualitative and sustained change in
people’s lives. The inequalities in power relationships must be addressed in the
democratic framework of constitution.
Looking at the enormity, diversity and complexity of the issues faced by the
marginalised people, the right strategy of intervention is to invest in building up
leadership from within the marginalised so that these leaders then become change
agent in their own communities (micro level) and collectively they can impact at the
macro level.

Women Empowerment
Programme Concept:
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Women Empowerment Programme works with the households in Mumbai slums and
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facilitates a dialogue with people in family community on violence related social
constructs and challenges, inequitable deep-rooted social norms at family, community
and systemic level (police, administration, and judiciary) through simple, accessible
strategies.

Operation Strategy:
To break social norms and tackle domestic violence issues, the programme does a
focussed intervention through conducting trainings, counselling, providing legal aid
service, organising awareness programs and building campaigns.

Key Activities:
Women Empowerment Programme specifically focused on the following
issues during the year 2015-16:

Changing social
norms on gender
based violence

Domestic
violence against
women

Adolescents &
Youth
sensitization

As a first step towards an effective intervention, a Baseline Survey of 600 out of 6000
Households was conducted in
the areas from M- ward using a
tool developed through a
participatory
method.
CRC
members, fellows and volunteers
were given thorough orientation
on the objectives, challenges
during the survey apart from
explanation of survey form. CRC
members,
Fellows
and
Volunteers from community
worked together to accomplish a
common objective.
Formation of Support Groups: Total 8 fellows formed and worked with the support
group to increase reach in the community and spread awareness by strengthening the
support system of the community. CORO formed 24 Case Registration Centers (CRC) in
the community as first point of contact of the community. The support groups helped in
the prevention of repeat occurrence of domestic violence and reduction of the same.
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Survey of 6000 household:
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Co-ordinators (3)

6000 House holds

Team leader (6)

1000 House holds per TL

Fellow (8)

500 House holds per
Fellow

CRC (24)

250 House holds per CRC

TEAM STRUCTURE & STRENGTH OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME

Meet in gs C onduct ed
Monthly Community Meetings of team leaders, fellows, CRC members, support group
and task force members were organized to work more effectively and efficiently and
reach out to the people and spread awareness about the issues

Households
reached

Total meetings
conducted by CRC
and Team leaders

Participants
Male

Female

6000

478

4123

10918

Total Participants

15041

Capacity Building
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CORO equates capacity building with training and handholding. To give an
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orientation about the project, its goal & objectives, responsibilities, a 2 day workshop
was organised where total 15 team members were present. To form a dedicated team to
deliver the core message of CORO to the communities, a training of CRC team
members, team leader and fellows on gender issues was organized with an objective of
increasing awareness on gender/gender equality and capacity of the team. Apart from
that resources from Tata Institute of Social Science conducted capacity building sessions
on counseling and domestic violence issues for CRC members and Team Leaders.
Domestic violence act 2005 (CRC and Team Leader): CORO organized training on
Domestic Violence Act 2005 for CRC members and team to acquaint them with the
topics like: Various articles of DV act 2005, the procedure about the registration of
complaint, the benefits for women in this act.

Fest i va ls of Un it y
To build wider community ownership through involvement of Mahila Mandals, SHGs,
CBOs, and adolescent and youth groups, days of national importance & festivals like
Republic Day, Women’s Day, Makar Sankranti etc. were celebrated by the organization
during the year.
Iftar
Party
was
celebrated
where
women belonging to
different
religions
invited their Muslim
friends
during
Ramadan with an aim
of
enhancing
the
bonding among the
religious communities.
The occasion was also
used to spread awareness about domestic violence & remedial measures for the same.

The campaign was planned for 10 days with an aim to sensitize community about social
norms and domestic violence. In the initial
days various workshops, sessions and
activities were conducted for all the
community workers to enhance their
understanding of social norms and
domestic violence. To implement the
campaign
various
activities
were
organized like conducting community
meetings and discussions of 6000
households, events were organized by all
the 8 fellows in their respective area to
spread awareness about changing social
norms and also about domestic violence.
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AWAZ DO Campaign
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Impact:


24 CRC Members, 6 Team Leaders and 8 fellows were equipped with the
required skills to tackle domestic violence / gender issues in the community.



Focussed intervention in 6000 households in Mumbai to address domestic
violence issues, break social norms and other problems at community level.



Promotion of communal harmony among different religious groups and
organising them to tackle pressing social issues of the community.

A Bold Step for Justice – Shahida Khan
Shahida herself once was a victim of domestic violence; she went through physical
violence inflicted by her husband and was also restricted
from going out of the house. When she came in touch
with Women Empowerment Programme, she took a bold
step to go against the social norms imposed on her and
joined Mahila Mandal Federation (MMF), a CORO
initiated organization, as a CRC member. After attending
various trainings on protection from domestic violence,
gender, Domestic Violence Act etc., she gathered enough
courage to file a complaint against her husband with the police and went for a judicial
process to get justice. Presently, she dedicates her time in helping other women who
have gone through one or the other type of domestic violence. Due to Shahida’s work
many cases of domestic violence were disclosed and victimized women are coming
forward to seek justice for themselves.
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Way Forward:
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The organization has planned its future endeavours for the year 2016-17 as
follows:




A baseline survey of 2000 households, 1000 in Ahmednagar and 1000 in Nasik
districts to expand the reach of the programme to other districts.
Orientation, trainings, exposure visits of the team leaders, fellows, CRC members
etc. to pro-actively identify, register and respond to cases of domestic violence.
Forming groups of women, men, adolescent girls and boys and conduct
community-level workshops with youth groups of women and men and




developing and equipping a task force of around 400 women and men ready to
take immediate action on incidence of VAW/DV at community.
Strengthen CORO’s Savitri Legal Aid and Counselling Centre (SLACC), Mumbai
to meet immediate needs of survivors of domestic violence.
Analyse cases of VAW/DV handled by SLACC for the last 20 years

Gender Sensitization (Meena Raju Manch Programme)
Programme Concept:
Maharashtra Government’s Meena Raju Manch Programme imparts gender education
to students in the age group of 11 to 14
in 23000 upper primary schools in 36
districts of Maharashtra impacting 4
Lakhs children.
Since 2012, CORO in collaboration
with Maharashtra Government and
UNICEF does focused training, handholding and monitoring of this
program in 120 schools and villagelevel awareness and campaigns in 120 villages in 6 districts of Maharashtra.

CORO trains and guides school
system to implement the sessions on
gender equality with the children.
Along with it, we also seek support
for the programme from village
through awareness and campaigns
around gender equality and girl’s
education.
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Operation Strategy:
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Key Activities:
CORO participated in the following activities to effectively implement MRM
Programme:
Technical support to linkage with syllabus: CORO has played a vital role in reviewing
and documenting gender biased examples/pictures in the academic books of 1 st to 8th
standards.
During the discussions it was suggested to give the messages about importance of
education, child entitlements, gender equality, human body & menstruation cycle,
leadership in girls etc. to the children through the syllabus:
Training of Master Trainers: District Institution and Education Training (DIET)
persons and Sugamkartas, totaling 267 people participated in the training about
effective implementation of Meena Raju Manch Programme.
Handholding in District Level Training and Block
Level Training:
CORO team assisted in training of MRM & Meena
chi Duniya in selected 7 districts (including
Mumbai) and 11 blocks where 321 people at district
level and 603 people at block level participated.
Meena chi Duniya is another unique initiative
started for the school children in this event various types of 106 stories were presented
to the school children, it has helped them to start thinking about the different gender
perspectives and also to motivate and encourage teachers and system as a whole to
inculcate gender concept in academic text book & curriculum.
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Support, Help and Empower DIET and BRC at 6 Districts:
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MRM team visited District Institution and Education Training (DIET) Centres in all 6
districts and updated them about the status of MRM programme in schools, positive
responses and the challenges. As per the suggestion of DIET a workshop on
documentation and monitoring workshop was conducted with the BRP Participants.

Handholding Support in 6 Districts to Create Models of Excellence:
To understand the current situation of the schools, initial visits were conducted by
CORO’s team to all 120 schools. All the schools
responded positively and seemed to be enthusiast ic.
Schools
Villages
System
Discussions were also carried out with the teachers,
head masters, villages and School Management
I NTE RVENT ION A T THREE LEVELS
Committees (SMC) to get their views on the need to
implement the programme. The team also interacted with children to get an overview
of the status of sessions being conducted and their understanding about the sessions.

Workshop with Kendra Pramukh (Centre Head) and Extension Officer:

Rapport Building with stakeholders to take their support in implementing MRM &
Meena chi Duniya for Gender equality: To implement MRM programme effectively it
is necessary to gain support of different stakeholders. Throughout the year 300
meetings were held in 6 districts resulting into awareness about programme and
participation by these stakeholders as shown in the tab le below:
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Role of Kendra Pramukh (KP) is very
crucial for effective implementation of
MRM activities in schools as He/she
works as a liaison between school and
administration. With this in mind we
organized quarterly workshops for
Kendra Pramukhs and Extension
Officers. The workshop covered
Introduction of MRM programme,
Meena chi Duniya, significance of
gender equality etc. The Kendra Pramukhs and Extension Officers were also oriented
about their role in the effective implementation of the MRM progamme.
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Group

Total

School Management committee

84

Youth

40

Parents

38

Gram Panchayat

50

Target Groups

44

Self Help Groups

31

Village Meetings

13

Total

300

Collection of School Profiles
Orientation of Programme:

&

To know the present status after the
intervention, school profiles were
collected having details like number of
students and teachers, male-female
ration in schools, basic amenities
available at school and efficiency and
effectiveness of MRM Programme.
Study, based on the collected details,
highlighted
the
problems
and
challenges at school level and helped
the team find out the effective measures
to tackle the same.

In the beginning of the Academic year MRM team visited schools and gave reorientation about MRM programme and Meena chi Duniya to Teachers, Sugamkarta &
Head Masters. Most of the places, SMC members also attended this orientation
program.
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World’s Daughter day campaign:
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World’s Daughter’s Day was celebrated in
120 schools of 6 districts on 11t h October
2015. On this occasion, various activities
were organised like essay, slogan and
drawing competitions, role plays and
rallies. Essay competition was held which
included topics like Equality, Right to
education to every girl and boy, Dowry as a bad
practice, Child Protection and Child Marriage.
Many students especially girls participated
in the competition in large numbers.

Impact:
•

Reviewed and developed the modules on the linkages with the syllabus.

•

NCERT recognized our linkage work done with the help of SCERT

•

In Nandurbar district effective handholding in 20 schools helped in running the
MRM programe smoothly with an active involvement o DIET & EO office.

•

In the Chandrapur District MRM program was linked with syllabus.

•

More number of teachers became aware of gender equality and a few of them are
trying to implement in their personal life.

•

MRM Sessions were successfully conducted in 120 schools by Sugamkartas.

Way Forward:



Nurturing gender equality attitudes in various other stakeholders in schools,
communities and systems at a deeper level.
To take the concept of equality further to gender and encourage bringing
equality in caste, class, religion etc.

Learning Community

Learning Community as a program started in 2013 aiming at creating the leadership in
adolescent girls and sensitize them on gender issues. The program resonates with the
broader aim of CORO of working against the discrimination based on caste, creed,
religion, color, gender.

Girls

from

Learning

Community

leadership from the community to
combat violence against girls.
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worked with the theme: Creating
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Major Activities during the year

Community

Meetings:

Meetings

especially with parents from community
were organized to open conversations
with them on illicit social norms imposed
on girls that restricted their overall
growth and snatched away their space in
society. The girls in the community also participated in the discussions.

Formation of Groups:
To combat violence against girls and challenge
the social norms, a group of 50 adolescent girls
and 15 boys was formed. The group formation
was facilitated through meeting with self help
groups, parents and home visits to families in
the community. To gain more support from the
adolescents, a gathering was organized on the
occasion of an Independence Day where 100
girls and boys showed their presence.

Training and Development:
The girls were also trained on how to use cell phones for educational purposes as a
learning medium. Parents also made their presence for this session.
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Adv. Anil Jadhav conducted a session on the constitutional entitlements of girls where
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50 girls, 5 boys and 10 parents were present.

Awareness Campaigns:
Street Plays were organised with the themes
like restrictions on girls and eve teasing. It
was an attempt to reach out to more number of

community people as a part of “Ab Nahi To Kab Nahi”(If Not Now Then Never)
Campaign. In all 8 plays were staged based on the scripts written by the community
girls themselves and the message reached out to 2000 people.
The girls identified and captured insecure places for girls in their cameras and handed
over the photos to the police stations with a demand to put street light at these places
and increase police patrolling in the concerned areas. Parents and other people from the
community also joined the girls in this campaign.
A survey was conducted to understand the status of girls’ security in the communities,
awareness about their constitutional entitlements, their perception about the society
and deliver the information to the government system. Total 150 survey forms formed a
good database to understand the issues regarding girls’ security.

Quest Grassroots Leadership Development Programme(QGLDP)
Programme Concept:
Quest Grassroots Leadership Development Programme (QGLDP) aims to transform
marginalized communities from villages/urban-slums through providing a yearlong
training and mentoring to the grassroots community leaders to equip them to find
solutions to a critical community problem.
Over the period of 9 years, this program has facilitated the development of 1000+
grassroots leaders from 280 organizations impacting over 1.6 million people from
marginalised communities in Maharashtra ,Rajasthan and Delhi/ NCR. In the course
CORO also facilitated 6 regional campaigns on a variety of themes mentioned below
steered by leaders and their organisations.

Looking at the enormity, diversity and complexity of the issues faced by marginalised
people, the right strategy of intervention is to invest in building up leadership from
within the marginalised so that these leaders become the change agents in their own
communities (micro level) and collectively they can impact at the larger scale (macro
level).
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Operation Strategy:
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Key Activities:
In the Year 2015, Quest Grassroots Leadership Development Program was started with
90 fellows in Maharashtra worked on the following themes:
An intensive, year-long schedule
of training, mentoring and other
support,

helped

the

fellows

device solutions that address
critical community issues

Women
Empowerment

Gender Equality

Education

Conservation of
Natural
Resources

Livelihood

Health &
Sanitation

Rural /
Community
Development

Addessing
Social/Economic
Inequalities

Strengthening
Local SelfGovernment

Grassroots Leadership Training
Throughout the year Trainings were conducted in 14 topics from Understanding Self to
Advocacy encompassing four capsules delivered with a gap of 6-8 weeks. The
reinforcement and consolidation of training was ensured by integrating the training
with relevant assignments which helped the fellows understand and work with the
communities in a participatory manner.
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QGLDP Steps Into Rajasthan
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CORO expanded QGLDP with a launch in Rajasthan on 30 th May 2015 with a
participation of 33 Fellows and 18 mentors The programme was inaugurated by Mr.
Rajendra Singh, popularly known as ‘Water Man’ of Rajasthan and Mr. Nandkumar,
Director of Jaipur Rugs Foundation.

During the fellowship the following thematic areas were focused on :

Basic amenities and human
security: Health, water and other
issues of human security.

Livelihood enhancement:
economic empowerment through selfhelp groups, agro based livelihood /
Claiming Community Forest
Entitlements

Advocacy for the Constitutional
Entitlements for Dalits

Chief Guest, Mr. Rajendra Singh cut the ribbon placed on the representative model of
Constitution of India. He talked about the significance of Constitution in our
community work and how we can help people gain their constitutional entitlements.
He added further Constitution gives us the impeccable power to do advocacy for
justice, equality and establish democratic values across the nation. CORO’s Programme
Mr. Nandkumar talked about leadership, sharing incidents from his life, successes and
challenges on the way. The function concluded with a song “Hum Honge Kamiyaab”
expressing strong intention to succeed in the leadership development of the
communities.
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Women Empowerment: Violence
against women, women’s participation in
Gram Sabha
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Grassroots Leadership Festival
CORO

led

Leadership

‘Grassroots
Festival’

in

Mumbai was a unique
celebration in its content,
form, approach and the
participation of multilevel
leaderships.

The festival was organized on 30th & 31st October 2015 and was a collective,
participatory celebration of emerging grassroots leaderships and their networks in
Maharashtra.
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The Leadership festival provided a unique opportunity to people from different fields
(social development/ corporate/ academic/ government departments etc), sectors
(health/ education/ environment conservation/ issues of marginalized communities etc),
contexts (global/ national/ local/ grassroots etc) and across different global geographies
to locate spaces of collaborations and co-creations for compassion leadership and also
for creating 10X impact through their leadership.
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The Leadership festival communicated and shared the incredible, innovative work of
grassroots leaders and their impact on the world outside grassroots. It also
strengthened the bonding and knowledge-sharing within grassroots organizations and
leaders. It created networks for multiplying impact by involving all those who
contributed to the betterment of the world by dealing with complex issues of concern to
all.
The festival was conceptualized to celebrate the grassroots
leadership processes that CORO had tried to initiate, nurture and
manifest in multiple ways to create impact in the last 25 years.

Celebration of 25
glorious years of
community work

This was a celebration of networks and collaborations that CORO had created with
many organizations to strengthen the approach of ‘Initiative from within the
marginalized’. More than 50 organizations in Maharashtra were shaping up these
processes and therefore were shaping the ‘Leadership Festival’.
The festival showcased crucial grassroots issues depicting people, efforts, challenges,
achievements and needs in dealing with some of the most complex and chronic issues
for creating sustainable impact. Some of the globally
Emphasis at Grassroots
important issues such as environment protection,
Leadership Festival
fortification of natural resources (issues around forest/
water/ land), women empowerment, constitutional entitlements of single women,
sanitation and basic amenities, livelihood, migration, education, health were among the
chosen themes for the festival. The festival brought in authentic voices from the
grassroots and invitation for others to collaborate and co-create.
The form adopted for the festival was that of the fair in Indian villages, running
continuously for both the days of the festival. There were
Form of the Festival
creative stalls around the issues and themes, seminars,
training and discussions, ongoing cultural events,
screening of documentaries, space for interpersonal/ group interactions; all focused on
‘What exists’, ‘What Next’ and ‘How to enhance impact of what we do’?
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Mr. Devendra Fadanvis,
The Hon. Chief Minister of
Maharashtra, Mr. Kailash
Satyarthi, the Nobel
Laureate for Peace and
Ms. Vidya Shah, CEO of
EdelGive Foundation were
the Chief Guests of the
festival.
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Impact:
The impact of the programme was seen across three levels :
Individual impact: Fellows experienced the shift in individual identity from being a victim to
being a change- maker / change-leader, assumed greater responsibilities within organizations.
Most of them learnt how to harness available community resources and extended their area of
work to a wider geographical areas.
Organizational impact: Staff members of selected organizations were equipped with
mentorship skills. Fellows and Mentors helped in the enhancement of visibilities of their
organizations. An issue-based/region-based network of CBOs/NGOs was developed.
Community-wide impact: Community participated actively in local affairs and governance of
their villages. Community learnt a collective approach and advocacy as a way to tackle issues in
the community while taking the ownership of the problems for the self-reliance.

Name: Suresh Bala; Issue : Promotion of Education
Suresh Bala used to be aloof from her community as she was not allowed
to go out of the house by her in-laws. Suresh worked on improvising the
situation of education in the school in her locality.
Through fellowship program Suresh:
Persuaded all members of defunct school management committee to
participate in all activities for smooth functioning of school.
Addressed the issue of shortage of teachers and headmaster at the school
Initiated the construction of the dilapidated school building.
Revived a midday meal scheme for the school.
Suresh says, “People live for themselves, but I learnt from CORO to live
for the people and I feel good by doing so.”
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Way Forward:
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Our model has a proven track record of creating high-impact, sustainable
change. We seek to build on this momentum and scale our work across India.
A new launch in Delhi and other states in the year 2016-17.
Partnering with more NGOs in Maharashtra, Rajasthan & Delhi.
Focus on campaign building/strengthening on various themes.

Awards & Recognition
BBC 100 Women of 2015: India’s Mumtaz Shaikh
Our leader in Women Empowerment
Programme & Mumbai Right to Pee
campaign, Mumtaz Shaikh has been
honoured as one of the BBC's 100
women of 2015.
For decades women are charged to use public urinals in India, despite the fact they are
free for men. RTP campaign advocates for providing free urinal facilities for women.
The campaign made the government set aside INR 5.25 Crores to build female-only
urinals around the city. Mumtaz was 1 of 7 Indians on the list receiving a welldeserved recognition.

Savitri Sanman 2016
Right To Pee Campaign in
Mumbai was felicitated with
Savitri Sanman 2016 on the
occasion of women’s day by
Maharashtra1 News Channel at
Minister
of
Maharashtra,
Mr. Devendra Fadnavis.
IN
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the hands of Honorable Chief
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Major Highlights of RTP Campaign, Mumbai
Right To Pee (RTP) campaign in collaboration with BMC developed a Gender Friendly
Toilet Design to take care of the needs of
Women, Men, Children, Senior Citizens, Blind
and Specially Able Citizens of the city.

M EE TING WITH M R. PRAKASH P ATIL ,
D Y. COMMISSIONER , SWM - MCGM
A comprehensive survey of women's
toilets on railway station premises was
conducted by RTP, in collaboration with Tata Institute of Social Sciences (Tuljapur).
The survey comprised of open-ended questionnaires to loo attendants, railway
authorities and commuters at 87 stations A
list of demands for clean, secure and free
toilets for women was prepared based on
this survey.
RTP had 6 meetings and 2 consultations on
sanitation, water and safety to study and
give suggestions and objections. All
suggestions were accepted in development control regulations.
Meeting
with
Hon.
Mr.

Chief

Minister,

Devendra Fadanvis who promised to
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implement the development plans at Mumbai
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municipal level, at railway stations and form a
committee with RTP members at Maharashtra
level

Ms. Anju Dubey from UN Women visited
the RTP stall at CORO’s Grassroots Festival
& launched RTP Website.
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Financials
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Vote of Thanks to Partners & Supporters
Our work is enriched with a broad range of partners and supporters from Grassroots
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Organisations, NGOs, International Foundations, Research Institutes & Corporate like:
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